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Operation Guide
Cluster Management
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:20:54

Overview

Cluster is a resource dimension in TDMQ for RocketMQ, and namespaces, topics, and groups of different clusters are 
completely isolated from each other. Each cluster has its own resource limits, such as the total number of topics and 
message retention period. It is common for the development, test, and production environments to use their respective 

exclusive clusters.
Clusters are divided into virtual clusters and exclusive clusters:
Exclusive cluster: Physical resources are exclusive, and data is secure. There are almost no use limits.
Virtual cluster: Virtual computing and storage resources are used and automatically allocated based on usage. 
There are certain use limits.

TDMQ for RocketMQ resource hierarchy
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Directions

Creating a cluster

1. Log in to the TDMQ console and enter the Cluster page.
2. On the Cluster page, select the region and click Create Cluster to enter the Create Cluster window.
Cluster Type: Select Exclusive cluster or Virtual cluster.

Exclusive cluster: Physical resources are exclusive, and data is secure. There are almost no use limits.
Virtual cluster: Virtual computing and storage resources are used and automatically allocated based on usage. 
There are certain use limits.
Billing Mode: Exclusive clusters are monthly subscribed, while virtual clusters are pay-as-you-go.
Region: Select a region closest to your business. Tencent Cloud products in different regions cannot communicate 

with each other over the private network. For example, CVM instances in Guangzhou region cannot access clusters in 
Shanghai region over the private network. Select a region with caution, as it cannot be changed after purchase. If you 
need cross-region communication over the private network, see Creating Intra-account Peering Connection.
Cluster Specification: Select an appropriate cluster specification as needed.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/553/18836
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VPC: Authorize to bind the domain name of the new cluster's access point to the specified VPC.
Public Network Access: After the public network bandwidth is enabled, additional fees will be incurred, and you need 
to configure a security policy. If you don't configure any security policy, all IPs will be denied access by default.

Exclusive cluster: For pricing information, see Exclusive Cluster.
Virtual cluster: Billing hasn't been started, and we recommend you use the public network access only in testing and 
debugging environments. Public network access is not enabled by default. To enable it, submit a ticket.
Cluster Name: Enter the cluster name, which can contain 3–64 digits, letters, hyphens, and underscores.
Tag: Tags are used to manage resources by category in different dimensions. For detailed directions, see Managing 

Resource with Tag.
3. Click Buy Now.

Next steps

1. Create a namespace in the cluster and get the access address and connection information of the server. For more 
information, see Namespace Management.
2. Create a role in the cluster and grant it the production/consumption permissions of the namespace. For more 
information, see Role and Authentication.

3. Create a topic in the namespace as instructed in Topic Management.
4. Write a demo as instructed in the SDK documentation and configure the connection information for message 
production/consumption.

Viewing cluster details

Exclusive cluster
Virtual cluster

On the Cluster list page, click View Details in the Operation column to enter the cluster details page, where you can 
query the following information:
Cluster Statistics: This section displays the current cluster's message consumption speed, message production rate, 
number of heaped messages, cluster consumption traffic per second, and cluster production traffic per second in the 
selected time range.

Basic cluster information (cluster name/ID, region, creation time, description, and resource tag)
Network: This section displays the VPC, public network bandwidth, as well as the private and public network access 
points for TCP and HTTP.
Cluster Overview: This section displays the number of resources, resource quota usage, and message type 
distribution in the current cluster.
On the Cluster list page, click View Details in the Operation column to enter the cluster details page, where you can 

query the following information:
Cluster overview (numbers of topics, currently heaped messages, and month-to-date API calls)
Basic cluster information (cluster name/ID, region, creation time, description, and resource tag)
Cluster configuration:

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43117
https://cloud.tencent.com/login?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fconsole.tencentcloud.com%2Fworkorder%2Fcategory%3Flevel1_id%3D876%26level2_id%3D1772%26source%3D0%26data_title%3D%25E6%25B6%2588%25E6%2581%25AF%25E9%2598%259F%25E5%2588%2597%2520TDMQ%26step%3D1
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43129
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43123
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43126
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43124
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/45953
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Instance Configuration Description

Maximum TPS The upper limit for production TPS does not apply to consumption TPS.

Max Namespaces Maximum number of namespaces that can be created.

Max Topics Maximum number of topics that can be created.

Max Groups Maximum number of groups that can be created.

Max Retention Period Maximum message retention period that can be configured.

Network: This section displays the private and public network access points for TCP and HTTP.

Upgrading the cluster specification

If the current cluster specifications cannot meet your business needs, you can increase the node specification, node 
quantity, and storage specification in the console.
Notes
Currently, cluster specification upgrade is supported only for exclusive clusters.
Currently, you can only upgrade but not downgrade the node count and node storage specification.

1. On the Cluster list page, click Upgrade Configuration in the Operation column.
2. Select the target node specification and click Confirm the Adjustment.
Target Node Count: You can only increase but not decrease it.
Single-Node Storage Specification: You can only increase but not decrease it. The new single-node storage 
specification takes effect for all nodes in the cluster.

Adjusting the public network bandwidth

Notes:

Currently, this is supported only for exclusive clusters.
After creating the exclusive cluster, you can enable/disable public network access by adjusting the public network 
bandwidth, modify the public network bandwidth value, and configure the public network security policy to restrict user 
access.
There are two ways to adjust the public network bandwidth:

Option 1: On the cluster list page, click More > Adjust Public Network Bandwidth in the Operation column.
Option 2: On the cluster's Basic Info page, click Edit for Public Network Bandwidth in the Network section.
Public Network Access: After the public network bandwidth is enabled, additional fees will be incurred. For pricing 
information, see Exclusive Cluster.
Public Network Bandwidth: Select the target public network bandwidth.

Public Network Access Policy: Enter the IPs that are allowed to access. If you don't configure any security policy, all 
IPs will be denied access by default. If the newly added rule and an existing rule overlap, the new rule will be matched 

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43117
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first.

Editing a cluster

1. On the Cluster list page, click Edit in the Operation column of the target cluster.
2. Enter the cluster name and description in the pop-up window and click Submit.

Deleting a cluster

You can delete a created cluster in the following steps:
1. On the Cluster list page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target cluster.
2. In the deletion confirmation pop-up window, click Delete.
Notes
After a cluster is deleted, all the configurations under it will be cleared and cannot be recovered. Therefore, caution 

should be exercised with this operation.
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Namespace Management
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:22:27

Overview

In TDMQ for RocketMQ, namespace is a resource management concept. It can generally be used to isolate different 
businesses via customized configurations such as message retention period. Topics, subscriptions, and role 
permissions in one namespace are all kept separate from those in another.

This document describes how to create multiple namespaces in TDMQ for RocketMQ to use the same TDMQ for 
RocketMQ cluster in different scenarios.
Notes
Topic and group names must be unique in the same namespace.

Directions

Creating a namespace

1. Log in to the TDMQ console, select the region, and click the ID of the target cluster to enter the Basic Info page.

2. Select the Namespace tab at the top of the page and click Create to enter the namespace creation page.
3. In the Create Namespace window, configure the namespace attributes: 

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
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Namespace Name: Enter the namespace name, which cannot be modified after creation and can contain 3–32 letters, 
digits, backslashes, and underscores.
Message Retention Period: Set the retention period (0 seconds to 3 days) of unconsumed messages. After a message 
is successfully produced, it will be stored for a period of time no matter whether it is consumed or not. It will be 

automatically deleted upon expiration.
Namespace Description: Enter the remarks of the namespace.
4. Click Save.
Notes
Up to ten namespaces can be created in one cluster.

After the above steps, you can create a topic in the namespace to produce and consume messages as instructed in 
Topic Management.

Getting the access address

On the Namespace list page, you can get the namespace access addresses for TCP in the VPC Access Address 
and Public Network Access Address columns. You can view the HTTP access point on the Basic Info of the 
cluster.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43124
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Modifying a namespace

You can modify a namespace in the following steps:
1. On the Namespace list page, click Edit in the Operation column of the target namespace to enter the editing 
page.

2. Modify the message TTL, message retention period, or namespace description and click Save.

Deleting a namespace

You can delete a created namespace in the following steps:
1. On the Namespace list page, click Delete in the Operation column of the target namespace.
2. In the deletion confirmation pop-up window, click OK.
Notes

A namespace with topics cannot be deleted.
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Overview

Topic is a core concept in TDMQ for RocketMQ. It is usually used to categorize and manage various messages
produced by the system in a centralized manner; for example, messages related to transactions can be placed in a
topic named "trade" for other consumers to subscribe to. 

In actual application scenarios, a topic often represents a business category. You can decide how to design different
topics based on your system and data architectures.

This document describes how to use topics to categorize and manage messages in TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Prerequisites

You have created a namespace.

Directions

Creating a topic

1. Log in to the TDMQ console, select the region, and click the ID of the target cluster to enter the cluster's basic

information page.
2. Click the Topic tab at the top, select a namespace, and click Create to enter the Create Topic page.

Topic Management
Last updated：2022-11-28 11:43:59

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
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3. In the Create Topic window, enter the following information: 

Topic Name: Enter the topic name, which cannot be modified after creation and can contain 3–64 letters, digits,
hyphens, and underscores.
Type: Select the message type, including general, globally sequential, partitionally sequential, and delayed
messages. For more information, see Message Type.

Partition Count: Select the number of partitions, which can be up to 32. Using multiple partitions can improve the
production/consumption performance of a single topic but cannot guarantee the sequence.
Description: Enter the topic description.

4. Click Submit, and you can see the created topic in the topic list.

Viewing subscribed groups

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43106
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1. In the topic list, click the number under Number of Subscribed Groups of the target topic.
2. You will be redirected to the group list, which displays the information of the groups subscribed to the topic.

Querying a topic

You can search for topics by topic name in the search box in the top-right corner of the Topic list page. TDMQ for

RocketMQ will perform a fuzzy match and display the search results.

Editing a topic

1. In the topic list, click Edit in the Operation column of the target topic.
2. In the pop-up window, you can edit the topic remarks.
3. Click Submit.

Deleting a topic

Note：

After a topic is deleted, all unconsumed messages retained in it will be cleared; therefore, proceed with caution.

1. In the topic list, click Delete in the Operation column of the target topic.
2. In the pop-up window, click Submit.
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Group Management
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:23:53

Overview

A group is used to identify a type of consumers, which usually consume the same type of messages and use the same 
message subscription logic.
This document describes how to create, delete, and query a queue in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console.

Prerequisites

You have created a namespace.
You have created a message producer and consumer based on the SDK provided by TDMQ, and they run properly.

Directions

Creating a group

1. Log in to the TDMQ console, select the region, and click the ID of the target cluster to enter the Basic Info page of 
the cluster.
2. Click the Group tab at the top, select a namespace, and click Create to enter the Create Group page.

3. Enter the group information.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
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Group Name: Enter the group name, which cannot be modified after creation and can contain 3–64 letters, digits, 
hyphens, and underscores.
Protocol Type: HTTP and TCP are supported.
Group Description: Enter the group description.

4. Click Submit.
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Viewing consumer details

1. In the group list, click Consumer Details in the Operation column to enter the subscription list.
2. After expanding the list, you can view the group's basic information, client addresses, and subscriptions.
Basic information

Consumption Mode: Cluster mode or broadcast mode.
Cluster consumption: If the cluster consumption mode is used, each message only needs to be processed by any of 
the consumers in the cluster.
Broadcast consumption: If the broadcast consumption mode is used, each message will be pushed to all registered 
consumers in the cluster to ensure that the message is consumed by each consumer at least once.

Client Protocol: TCP and HTTP are supported.
Total Heaped Messages: Total number of heaped messages.
Consumer Type: ACTIVELY or PASSIVELY.
Client Address: The list of connected clients. Click View Details in the Operation column of the client to view 
consumer details.
Subscription: The list of topics subscribed to by this group and the subscription attribute.

Setting the offset

1. In the group list, click Reset Offset in the Operation column of the target group.
2. In the pop-up window, you can select Start from the latest offset or Start from specified time point to set the 
topic's consumption offset (that is, specify from where the consumers under the subscription start to consume 
messages).
3. Click Submit.

Notes:
When resetting the consumption offset, make sure that there are consumers online in the current group; otherwise, the 
reset will fail.

Editing a group

1. In the group list, click Edit in the Operation column of the target group.
2. In the pop-up window, edit the group information.

3. Click Submit.

Deleting a group

1. In the group list, click Delete in the Operation column of the target group.
2. In the pop-up window, click Submit.
Notes:
After a group is deleted, consumers identified by the group will immediately stop receiving messages, and all the 
configurations under it will be cleared and cannot be recovered; therefore, caution should be exercised with this 

operation.
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Glossary

Role: different from a role in Tencent Cloud, a role in TDMQ is a proprietary concept. It is the smallest unit of
permission division performed by you in TDMQ. You can add multiple roles and assign them the
production/consumption permissions of different namespaces.

Token: it is an authentication tool in TDMQ. You can add a token in a client to access TDMQ for message
production/consumption. Tokens correspond to roles one by one, and each role has its own unique token.

TDMQ for RocketMQ inherits these concepts. In TDMQ for RocketMQ, the  ACL_ACCESS_KEY  defined in the

open-source client corresponds to the TDMQ token.

Use Cases

You need to securely use TDMQ to produce/consume messages.

You need to set production/consumption permissions of different namespaces for different roles.

For example, your company has departments A and B, and department A's system produces transaction data and
department B's system performs transaction data analysis and display. In line with the principle of least privilege, two
roles can be configured to grant department A only the permission to produce messages to the transaction system
namespace and grant department B only the permission to consume messages. This helps greatly avoid problems
caused by unclear division of permissions, such as data disorder and dirty business data.

Directions

Creating role

1. Log in to the TDMQ console and click Role Management on the left sidebar to enter the Role Management
page.

2. On the Role Management page, select the target cluster and click Create to enter the Create Role page.
3. On the Create Role page, enter the role name and remarks:

Role Name: it can contain up to 32 digits, letters, and delimiters (underscore or hyphen).

Remarks (optional): enter remarks of up to 100 characters.

Role and Authentication
Last updated：2022-02-11 14:30:51

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/role?rid=4&protocol=RocketMQ&clusterId=
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4. Click Submit. 

Granting permission to role

1. Find the newly created role in Role Management in the TDMQ console and copy the role token in the following
methods:

Method 1. Copy in the Token column
Method 2. View and copy in the Operation column

Click Copy in the Token column. 

Note：
Token leakage may lead to data leakage; therefore, you should keep your token confidential.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/role?rid=4&protocol=RocketMQ&clusterId=
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2. Add the copied role token to the client parameters. For directions on how to add the token parameter to the client
code, see the sample code of RocketMQ.

A recommended way is given below:

i. Declare two fields  ACL_SECRET_KEY  and  ACL_SECRET_ACCESS . If you use various frameworks, we

recommend you read them from the configuration file. Here,  ACL_SECRET_KEY  uses "rop" directly.

private static final String ACL_ACCESS_KEY = "eyJr****"; 

private static final String ACL_SECRET_KEY = "rop"; // Use "rop" directly 

ii. Declare a static function to load a  RPCHook  object of the RocketMQ client.

static RPCHook getAclRPCHook() { 

return new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(ACL_ACCESS_KEY, ACL_SECRET

_KEY)); 

} 

iii. When creating RocketMQ's  producer ,  pushConsumer , or  pullConsumer , import the  RPCHook 

object. 
Below is the sample code for creating a  producer :

DefaultMQProducer producer = new DefaultMQProducer("rocketmq-mw***|namespace"

, "ProducerGroupName", getAclRPCHook()); 

3. After selecting the cluster with the previously set role in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console, switch to the
Namespace page, select a namespace for which to configure production and consumption permissions, and click
Configure Permissions in the Operation column.

https://github.com/streamnative/rop/blob/master/examples/src/main/java/org/streamnative/rocketmq/example/simple/AclClient.java
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4. Click Add Role, find the role just created in the drop-down list, select the required permission, and click Save. 

5. Check whether the permission has taken effect. 

You can run the configured client to access the topic resources in the namespace and produce/consume messages
according to the configured permission. Check whether a no permission error is reported, and if not, the permission
has been configured successfully.

Editing permission

1. In Namespace in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console, find the target namespace and click Configure Permission
in the Operation column to enter the permission configuration list.

2. In the permission configuration list, click Edit in the Operation column of the target role.

3. In the pop-up window, modify the permission information and click Save.

Deleting permission

Note：

Before deleting a permission, make sure that the current business no longer uses the role to
produce/consume messages; otherwise, a client exception may occur due to the failure to produce/consume
messages.
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A role cannot be deleted if it has permissions configured in namespaces.

1. In Namespace in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console, find the target namespace and click Configure Permission
in the Operation column to enter the permission configuration list.

2. In the permission configuration list, click Delete in the Operation column of the target role.
3. In the pop-up window, click OK.
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Basic CAM Concepts

A root account authorizes sub-accounts by binding policies. The policy settings can be specific to the level of API,
Resource, User/User Group, Allow/Deny, and Condition.

Account

Root account: it owns all Tencent Cloud resources and can access any of its resources.

Sub-account: it includes sub-users and collaborators.
Sub-user: it is created and fully owned by a root account.
Collaborator: it has the identity of a root account. After it is added as a collaborator of the current root account, it
becomes one of the sub-accounts of the current root account and can switch back to its root account identity.
Identity credential: it includes login credentials and access certificates. Login credential refers to a user's login

name and password. Access certificate refers to Tencent Cloud API keys (  SecretId  and  SecretKey ).

Resource and permission

Resource: it is an object manipulated in Tencent Cloud services. TDMQ resources include clusters, namespaces,
topics, and groups.
Permission: it is an authorization that allows or forbids users to perform certain operations. By default, a root
account has full access to all resources under it, while a sub-account does not have access to any
resources under its root account.

Policy: it is a syntax rule that defines and describes one or more permissions. The root account performs
authorization by associating policies with users/user groups.

View CAM documentation >>

Relevant Documents

Document Description Link

Relationship between policy and user Policy

Basic policy structure Policy Syntax

Access Management
Last updated：2022-02-11 14:31:10

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10583
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10601
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10603
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Document Description Link

CAM-Enabled products CAM-Enabled Products

List of APIs Supporting Resource-Level Authorization

TDMQ supports resource-level authorization. You can grant a specified sub-account the API permission of a specified
resource.

APIs supporting resource-level authorization include:

API Description Resource
Type

Six-Segment Example of Reso

ResetRocketMQConsumerOffSet

Resets
RocketMQ
consumption
offset

consumer qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQClusters

Gets the list
of
RocketMQ
clusters

cluster qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DeleteRocketMQCluster
Deletes
RocketMQ
cluster

cluster qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQCluster

Gets the
information
of specific
RocketMQ
cluster

cluster qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

CreateRocketMQNamespace
Creates
RocketMQ
namespace

cluster qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

ModifyRocketMQNamespace
Updates
RocketMQ
namespace

namespace qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/598/10588
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API Description Resource
Type

Six-Segment Example of Reso

DeleteRocketMQNamespace
Deletes
RocketMQ
namespace

namespace qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

CreateRocketMQGroup

Creates
RocketMQ
consumer
group

namespace qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

ModifyRocketMQGroup

Updates
RocketMQ
consumer
group

group qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQGroups

Gets the list
of
RocketMQ
consumer
groups

group qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DeleteRocketMQGroup

Deletes
RocketMQ
consumer
group

group qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

CreateRocketMQTopic
Creates
RocketMQ
topic

namespace qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

ModifyRocketMQTopic
Updates
RocketMQ
topic

topic qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DeleteRocketMQTopic
Deletes
RocketMQ
topic

topic qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQTopics

Gets the list
of
RocketMQ
topics

topic qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:
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API Description Resource
Type

Six-Segment Example of Reso

DescribeRocketMQTopicsByGroup

Gets the list
of topics
subscribed
to specified
consumer
group

topic qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQConsumerConnections

Gets the
current
client
connection
status under
specified
consumer
group

group qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

DescribeRocketMQConsumerConnectionDetail

Gets the
details of
online
consumers

group qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

ModifyRocketMQCluster
Modifies
RocketMQ
cluster

cluster qcs::tdmq:${region}:uin/${uin}:

List of APIs Not Supporting Resource-Level Authorization

API Name Description Six-Segment Resource

CreateRocketMQCluster Creates RocketMQ cluster *

Authorization Scheme Examples

Full access policy

Grant a sub-user full access to the TDMQ for RocketMQ service (for creating, managing, etc.).

1. Log in to the CAM console.
2. Click Policy on the left sidebar.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/overview
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/policy
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3. In the policy list, click Create Custom Policy.
4. In the Select Policy Creation Method pop-up window, select Create by Policy Generator.
5. On the Edit Policy page, click Import Policy Syntax in the top-right corner.

6. On the Import Policy Syntax page, search for TDMQ, select QcloudTDMQFullAccess in the search results,
and click OK.

7. On the Edit Policy page, click Next, enter the policy name and description, and select the user/user group you
want to associate.

8. Click Complete.

Read-Only access policy

The following uses granting the read-only permission of a cluster as an example.

1. Log in to the CAM console.
2. Click Policy on the left sidebar.
3. In the policy list, click Create Custom Policy.
4. In the Select Policy Creation Method pop-up window, select Create by Policy Generator and enter the policy

information.

Parameter Description

Effect Select Allow

Service Select TDMQ

Action Select Read operation

Resource

Select Specific resources and click Add six-segment resource description
Region: select the resource region
Account: it is automatically populated
Resource Prefix: clusterId
Enter the ID of the cluster you want to authorize

Condition Allow access to specified operations only when the request is from the specified IP range

5. Click Next, enter the policy name and description, and select the user/user group you want to associate.
6. Click Complete.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/overview
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/cam/policy
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Overview

Tag is a key-value pair provided by Tencent Cloud to identify a resource in the cloud. It can help you easily categorize
and manage TDMQ for RocketMQ resources in many dimensions such as business, purpose, and owner.

Note：

Tencent Cloud will not use the tags you set, and they are only used for your management of TDMQ for
RocketMQ resources.

Use Limits

You need to pay attention to the following use limits of tags:

Limit Description

Quantity One Tencent Cloud resource can have up to 50 tags.

Tag key
You cannot place  qcloud ,  tencent , or  project  at the beginning of a tag key as they

are reserved by the system.
A tag key can contain up to 255 digits, letters, and special symbols (  +=.@- ).

Tag
value

It can contain up to 127 digits, letters, and special symbols (  +=.@- ) or be an empty string.

Directions and Use Cases

Use case

A company has 6 TDMQ for RocketMQ clusters, with the department, business scope, and owner information as
described below:

Tag Management
Managing Resource with Tag
Last updated：2022-02-11 14:31:30
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Cluster ID Department Business Scope OwnerCluster ID Department Business Scope Owner

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw1 Ecommerce Marketing John

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw2 Ecommerce Marketing Harry

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw3 Gaming Game A Jane

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw4 Gaming Game B Harry

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw5 Entertainment Post-production Harry

rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw6 Entertainment Post-production John

You can add the following three tags to the  rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw1  cluster:

Tag Key Tag Value

dept ecommerce

business mkt

owner zhangsan

Similarly, you can also set appropriate tags for other resources based on their department, business scope, and
owner information.

Setting tag in TDMQ for RocketMQ console

After designing the tag keys and values as detailed above, you can log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console to set
tags.

1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console.

2. On the Cluster Management page, select the target region and cluster and click Edit Resource Tag at the top of
the page. 

3. Set tags in the Edit Tag pop-up window. 
For example, add three tags for the  rocketmq-qzga74ov5gw1  cluster. 

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
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Note：
If existing tags cannot meet your needs, go to Tag Management to create more.

4. Click OK, and you will be prompted that the tags have been modified successfully. You can view the tags bound to

a cluster in its Resource Tag column. 

Filtering resource by tag key

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tag/taglist
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You can filter out clusters bound to a specific tag in the following steps:

1. Select Tag in the search box at the top-right corner of the page.
2. In the window that pops up, select the tag you want to search for and click OK. 

For example, if you select  Tag: owner:zhangsan , you can filter out clusters bound to the tag key

 owner:zhangsan . 
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Overview

This document describes how to edit resource tags.

Use Limits

For the use limits of tags, see Managing Resource with Tag - Use Limits.

Prerequisites

You have logged in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console.

Directions

1. On the Cluster Management page, select the target region and cluster and click Edit Resource Tag at the top of
the page. 

Note：
You can batch edit tags for up to 20 resources at a time.

2. In the Edit Tag pop-up window, add, modify, or delete tags as needed.

Editing Tag
Last updated：2022-02-11 14:31:44

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43129
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
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Use Cases

For directions on how to use tags, see Managing Resource with Tag.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43129
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Monitoring and Alarms
Cluster Monitoring
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:25:43

Overview

TDMQ for RocketMQ supports cluster monitoring through production/consumption, storage, and consumer group 
metrics. You can analyze the cluster usage based on the monitoring data and handle potential risks promptly. You can 
also set alarm rules for monitoring metrics to receive alarm messages when metrics are abnormal. This helps you deal 

with risks in time and ensure the stable operations of your system.

Monitoring metrics

The monitoring metrics supported by TDMQ for RocketMQ are as follows:

Category Unit Metric

Production/Consumption

MBytes Cluster Production Traffic Per Second

Count/s Message Production Rate

MBytes Cluster Consumption Traffic Per Second

Count/s Message Consumption Speed

Count Heaped Messages

Billing (displayed for virtual cluster 
only)

Count/s Cluster Throttling Occurrences Per 
Second

Count/s Cluster Message Consumption API Cal
Per Second

Count/s Cluster Message Production API Calls 
Second

Storage (displayed for exclusive 
cluster only)

MBytes Available Disk Space

% Disk Utilization
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Consumer group Count Online Consumers

Count/s Message Consumption Speed

MBytes Consumption Traffic Per Second

Count Heaped Messages

Viewing monitoring data

1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console.
2. Select Cluster on the left sidebar, select a region, and click the ID of the target cluster to enter the cluster details 

page.
3. At the top of the cluster details page, select the Cluster Monitoring tab to enter the monitoring page.
4. Select the target resource and set the time range to view the corresponding monitoring data.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster?rid=1
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Topic Monitoring
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:26:42

Overview

This document describes how to view the monitoring data of a created topic in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console.

Monitoring metrics

Monitoring Metric Description

Production Speed 
(Messages/Sec)

The number of messages produced by all producers under the topic per second in
selected time range.

Consumption Speed 
(Messages/Sec)

The number of messages consumed by all consumers under the topic per second 
selected time range.

Production Traffic (Byte/Sec) The data size of messages produced by all producers under the topic per second 
selected time range.

Consumption Traffic 
(Byte/Sec)

The data size of messages consumed by all consumers under the topic per second
selected time range.

Heaped Messages (Count) The number of messages heaped under the topic per second in the selected time 

Sending Throttling 
Occurrences (Times/Sec)

The number of times message production is throttled under the topic per second in
selected time range.

Directions

1. Log in to the TDMQ console, select the region, and click the ID of the target cluster to enter the Basic Info page of 
the cluster.

2. Select the Topic tab at the top and click 

 in the Monitoring column of the target topic in the topic list.
3. Set the time range to view the corresponding topic monitoring data.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq
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Overview

Tencent Cloud provides the Cloud Monitor service for all users by default; therefore, you do not need to manually
activate it. Cloud Monitor will start collecting monitoring data only after a Tencent Cloud product is used.

TDMQ for RocketMQ allows you to monitor the resources created under your account, so that you can keep track of

the status of your resources in real time. You can configure alarm rules for monitoring metrics. When a monitoring
metric reaches the set alarm threshold, Cloud Monitor will notify you of exceptions in time via email, SMS, phone call,
etc.

Directions

Configuring alarm policy

An alarm policy can determine whether an alarm notification should be sent based on the comparison between the
monitoring metric and the given threshold in the selected time period. You can promptly take appropriate

precautionary or remedial measures when the alarm is triggered by a TDMQ for RocketMQ status change. Properly
configured alarm policies help improve the robustness and reliability of your applications.

Note：
Be sure to configure alarms for your instance to prevent exceptions caused by traffic spikes or specification
limits.

1. Log in to the CM console.

2. On the left sidebar, select Alarm Configuration > Alarm Policy and click Create.
3. On the alarm configuration page, select a policy type and instance, and set the alarm rule and notification template.

Policy Type: Select TDMQ/RocketMQ/Topic alarm.
Alarm Object: Select the TDMQ for RocketMQ resource for which to configure the alarm policy.
Trigger Condition: You can select Select template or Configure manually. The latter is selected by default.

For more information on manual configuration, see the description below. For more information on how to create
a template, see Creating trigger condition template.

Configuring Alarm Policy
Last updated：2022-05-23 15:33:59

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/monitor
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Note：

Metric: For example, if you select 1 minute as the statistical period for the "Heaped Messages" metric,
then if the message retention volume exceeds the threshold for N consecutive data points, an alarm

will be triggered.
Alarm Frequency: For example, "Alarm once every 30 minutes" means that there will be only one
alarm triggered every 30 minutes if a metric exceeds the threshold in several consecutive statistical
periods. Another alarm will be triggered only if the metric exceeds the threshold again in the next 30
minutes.

Notification Template: You can select an existing notification template or create one to set the alarm
recipient objects and receiving channels.

4. Click Complete.

Note：
For more information on alarms, see Creating Alarm Policy.

Creating trigger condition template

1. Log in to the CM console.

2. On the left sidebar, click Trigger Condition Template to enter the Template list page.
3. Click Create on the Trigger Condition Template page.
4. On the template creation page, configure the policy type.

Policy Type: Select TDMQ-RocketMQ-topic alarm.
Use preset trigger condition: Select this option and the system recommended alarm policy will be displayed.

5. After confirming that everything is correct, click Save.
6. Return to the Create Alarm Policy page, click Refresh, and the alarm policy template just configured will be

displayed.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/248/38916
https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/monitor/
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Message Query
Querying Message
Last updated：2023-02-28 16:48:50

TDMQ for RocketMQ records the complete flow of a message being sent from the producer to the TDMQ for 
RocketMQ server for consumption by the consumer, which is displayed as a message trace in the console. 
A message trace records the entire process of how a message flows, including the duration of each stage (accurate 

down to the microsecond), execution result, producer IP, and consumer IP.

Overview

You can use the message query feature in the TDMQ for RocketMQ console to view the content, parameters, and 
trace of a specific message by time or by the message ID/message key displayed in the log. With this feature, you can 
perform the following operations:
View the specific content and parameters of the message.

View the producer IP from which a message was sent, whether it was sent successfully, and the exact time when it 
arrived at the server.
View whether the message was persistently stored.
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View the consumers who consumed the message, whether it was consumed successfully, and the exact time when its 
consumption was acknowledged.
View the message queue's message processing latency to analyze the performance of the distributed system.

Query Limit

You can only query messages in the last three days.

Prerequisite

You have deployed the producer and consumer services as instructed in the SDK Documentation, and they have 
produced and consumed messages in the last three days.
The TDMQ for RocketMQ virtual cluster service has been upgraded in some regions since August 8, 2022. The 
message trace feature of the old version of a virtual cluster is implemented by the server while that of the new version 

is implemented by the client. Therefore, if you use the new version of TDMQ for RocketMQ virtual cluster, you need to 
configure your client to enable the message trace feature. Below are sample settings:
Producer settings
Push consumer settings
Pull consumer settings

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/45956
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DefaultMQProducer producer = new DefaultMQProducer(namespace, groupName,

    // ACL permission

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)), true, null);
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// Instantiate the consumer

DefaultMQPushConsumer pushConsumer = new DefaultMQPushConsumer(NAMESPACE,groupName,

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)),

    new AllocateMessageQueueAveragely(), true, null);
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DefaultLitePullConsumer pullConsumer = new DefaultLitePullConsumer(NAMESPACE,groupN

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)));

// Set the NameServer address

pullConsumer.setNamesrvAddr(NAMESERVER);

pullConsumer.setConsumeFromWhere(ConsumeFromWhere.CONSUME_FROM_LAST_OFFSET);

pullConsumer.setAutoCommit(false);

pullConsumer.setEnableMsgTrace(true);

pullConsumer.setCustomizedTraceTopic(null);
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Directions

1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console and click Message Query on the left sidebar.
2. On the Message Query page, select a region and enter the query conditions as prompted.
Time Range: Select the time range for query. You can select the last 6 hours, last 24 hours, or last 3 days, or set a 

custom time range.
Current Cluster: Select the cluster where the topic you want to query is located.
Namespace: Select the namespace where the topic you want to query is located.
Topic: Select the topic you want to query.
Query Method: Below are two supported query methods.

By message ID: A fast exact query method.
By message key: A fuzzy query method that is used when you have only set the message key.
3. Click Query, and the paginated results will be displayed in the list.
4. Click View Details in the Operation column of the target message to view its basic information, content (message 
body), and parameters.
In the Consumption Status module, you can view the consumer group that consumes this message and its 

consumption status. You can also perform the following operations in the Operation column:
Send Again: You can send the message to another client you specify. If the message has been successfully 
consumed, this operation may lead to repeated message consumption.
Exception Diagnosis: If an exception occurred during message consumption, you can view the exception diagnosis 
details.

5. Click View Message Trace in the Operation column or select the Message Trace tab on the details page to 
view the trace of the message. For more information, see Message Trace Description.

Consumption verification

After a message is found, you can click Verify Consumption in the Operation column to send the message to the 
specified client for verification. This feature may lead to message repetition.
Note

Currently, the consumption verification feature is only available to exclusive clusters. It only verifies the client 
consumption logic to make sure it is normal without affecting message receiving. Therefore, the verification causes no 
changes in any message information such as message consumption status.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/51216
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Querying Dead Letter Message
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:27:54

Overview

A dead letter queue is a special type of message queue used to centrally process messages that cannot be consumed 
normally. If a message cannot be consumed after a specified number of retries, TDMQ for RocketMQ will determine 
that the message cannot be consumed under the current situation and deliver it to the dead letter queue.

In actual scenarios, messages may not be consumed due to service downtime or network disconnection. In this case, 
they will not be discarded immediately; instead, they will be persisted by the dead letter queue. After fixing the 
problem, you can create a consumer subscription to the dead letter queue to process such messages.

Query Limit

You can only query messages in the last three days.

Notes

After a message is delivered to the dead letter queue, it will not be consumed normally. You can query messages in 

the last 3 days. Therefore, we recommend you process dead letter messages within 3 days after generation; 
otherwise, they will be deleted.
All dead letter messages generated by all topics in a group are put into a dead letter queue and can be queried from 
there. The dead letter queue won't exist if there are no dead letter messages.

Directions

1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console and click Message Query on the left sidebar.
2. On the Message Query page, select a region and enter the query conditions as prompted.

Time Range: Select the time range for query, which can be the last 30 minutes, last hour, last 6 hours, last 24 hours, 
last 3 days, or a custom time range.
Current Cluster: Select the cluster where the dead letter message you want to query is located.
Namespace: Select the namespace where the dead letter message you want to query is located.
Group: Select the group where the dead letter message you want to query is located.

Message ID: It is optional.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
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If you don't enter the message ID, a fuzzy query will be performed, which will batch query all dead letter messages by 
group ID in the selected time range.
If you enter the message ID, an exact query will be performed, which will locate the message by group ID and 

message ID.
3. Click Query, and the paginated results will be displayed in the list.
4. You can select multiple dead letter messages and click Batch Resend Messages in the top-left corner to batch 
resend them to the retry queue of the original queue. You can also click Resend Message in the Operation column 
of a specific dead letter message to resend it. After the dead letter message is resent, it will be delivered to the retry 

queue of the original queue; however, it will not be deleted immediately from the dead letter queue; instead, it will be 
deleted at the end of the message lifecycle (3 days).
5. Click View Details in the Operation column of the target message to view its basic information, content (message 
body), and parameters.
6. Click View Message Trace in the Operation column or select the Message Trace tab on the details page to 
view the trace of the message. For more information, see Message Trace Description.

You can see that after the dead letter message is redelivered, the consumption status changes to Redelivered to 
retry queue.

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/51216
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Message Trace Description
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:31:36

A message trace records the entire process of how a message flows, including the duration of each stage (accurate 
down to the microsecond), execution result, producer IP, and consumer IP.

Prerequisites

You have deployed the producer and consumer services as instructed in the SDK Documentation, and they have 

produced and consumed messages in the last three days.
You need to enable and set the message trace feature on the client as follows:
Producer settings
Push consumer settings
Pull consumer settings

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/45956
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DefaultMQProducer producer = new DefaultMQProducer(namespace, groupName,

    // ACL permission

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)), true, null);
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// Instantiate the consumer

DefaultMQPushConsumer pushConsumer = new DefaultMQPushConsumer(NAMESPACE,groupName,

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)),

    new AllocateMessageQueueAveragely(), true, null);
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DefaultLitePullConsumer pullConsumer = new DefaultLitePullConsumer(NAMESPACE,groupN

    new AclClientRPCHook(new SessionCredentials(AK, SK)));

// Set the NameServer address

pullConsumer.setNamesrvAddr(NAMESERVER);

pullConsumer.setConsumeFromWhere(ConsumeFromWhere.CONSUME_FROM_LAST_OFFSET);

pullConsumer.setAutoCommit(false);

pullConsumer.setEnableMsgTrace(true);

pullConsumer.setCustomizedTraceTopic(null);

If you use Spring Boot Starter 2.2.2 or later for access, see below for the specific code:
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package com.lazycece.sbac.rocketmq.messagemodel;

import lombok.extern.slf4j.Slf4j;

import org.apache.rocketmq.spring.annotation.MessageModel;

import org.apache.rocketmq.spring.annotation.RocketMQMessageListener;

import org.apache.rocketmq.spring.core.RocketMQListener;

import org.springframework.stereotype.Component;

/**

 * @author lazycece

 * @date 2019/8/21
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 */

@Slf4j

@Component

public class MessageModelConsumer {

@Component

    @RocketMQMessageListener(

            topic = "topic-message-model",

            consumerGroup = "message-model-consumer-group",

            enableMsgTrace = true,

            messageModel = MessageModel.CLUSTERING)

    public class ConsumerOne implements RocketMQListener<String> {

        @Override

        public void onMessage(String message) {

            log.info("ConsumerOne: {}", message);

        }

    }

}

Directions
1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console and click Message Query on the left sidebar.
2. On the Message Query page, select a region and enter the query conditions as prompted.
Time Range: Select the time range for query. You can select the last 6 hours, last 24 hours, or last 3 days, or set a 
custom time range.

Current Cluster: Select the cluster where the topic you want to query is located.
Namespace: Select the namespace where the topic you want to query is located.
Topic: Select the topic you want to query.
Query Method: Below are two supported query methods.
By message ID: A fast exact query method.

By message key: A fuzzy query method that is used when you have only set the message key.
3. Click Query, and the paginated results will be displayed in the list.
4. Click View Message Trace in the Operation column or select the Message Trace tab on the details page to 
view the trace of the message.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
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Message trace query result description
A message trace query result consists of three parts: message production, message storage, and message 
consumption.

Message production

Parameter Description

Producer Address Address and port of the producer.

Production Time The time when the TDMQ for RocketMQ server acknowledged message receipt, accurate d

Sending Duration The time it took to send the message from the producer to the TDMQ for RocketMQ server
microsecond.

Production Status Message production success or failure. If the status is Failed, it is generally because the he
during sending, and the above fields may be empty.

Message storage

Parameter Description

Storage Time The time when the message was persistently stored.

Storage Duration The duration between when the message was persistently stored and when the TDMQ for Ro
acknowledgment, accurate down to the millisecond.

Storage Status Message storage success or failure. If the status is Failed, the message failed to be stored o
because the underlying disk was damaged or full. In this case, submit a ticket for assistance 

Message consumption

Message consumption details are displayed in a list. TDMQ for RocketMQ supports two consumption modes: cluster 

consumption and broadcast consumption.
The information displayed in the list is as described below:

Parameter Description

Consumer Group Name Name of the consumer group.

Consumption Mode The consumer group's consumption mode, which can be either cluster consumption o
information, see Cluster Consumption and Broadcast Consumption.

Number of Pushes The number of times the TDMQ for RocketMQ server has delivered the message to c

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/43113
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Last Pushed The last time the TDMQ for RocketMQ server delivered the message to consumers.

Consumption Status

Pushed yet unacknowledged: The TDMQ for RocketMQ server has delivered the mes
received their acknowledgment.
Acknowledged: Consumers acknowledged the consumption and the TDMQ for Rocke
acknowledgment.
Put to retry queue: Acknowledgment timed out. The server will deliver the message to
receive their acknowledgment.
Retried yet unacknowledged: The TDMQ for RocketMQ server has delivered the mes
has not received their acknowledgment.
Put to dead letter queue: The message has been put to the dead letter queue as it fail
retries.
Note: If the consumption mode is broadcast, the consumption status can only be Pus

You can view the message push details by clicking the right triangle on the left of the subscription name.

Parameter Description

Push Sequence The sequence number in which the TDMQ for RocketMQ server delivers the message to

Consumer Address Address and port of the consumer receiving the message.

Push Time The time when the TDMQ for RocketMQ server delivers the message to consumers.

Consumption Status

Pushed yet unacknowledged: The TDMQ for RocketMQ server has delivered the messa
received their acknowledgment.
Acknowledged: Consumers acknowledged the consumption and the TDMQ for RocketM
acknowledgment.
Put to retry queue: Acknowledgment timed out. The server will deliver the message to co
their acknowledgment.
Retried yet unacknowledged: The TDMQ for RocketMQ server has delivered the messag
not received their acknowledgment.
Put to dead letter queue: The message has been put to the dead letter queue as it failed 
retries.
Redelivered to retry queue: On the dead letter queue resending page, the dead letter me
retry queue of the original queue.
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Migration to Cloud
Metadata Migration
Last updated：2023-03-14 15:34:05

Overview

When using a TDMQ for RocketMQ exclusive cluster, you may need to migrate your existing business, for example, 
from a self-built or third-party RocketMQ cluster to the TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster.
This document describes how to migrate metadata from open-source RocketMQ to TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Notes
Both exclusive cluster and virtual cluster support metadata migration. This document takes migration for exclusive 
cluster as an example, and the steps for virtual cluster are the same.

Directions

Step 1. Export the metadata file

Exporting the metadata file from open-source RocketMQ

If you are using self-built open-source RocketMQ, you can export metadata in the following two ways:
Option 1: If your RocketMQ server can access the public network, run the following script on your server directly (if 

there are multiple servers in your RocketMQ cluster, you can run the script on any server as long as the network is 
interconnected in the cluster).
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/bin/bash -c "$(curl -fsSL https://rocketmq-1306598660.cos.ap-guangzhou.myqcloud.co

Option 2: If your RocketMQ server has no permission to access the public network, follow the steps below:

1. Download the migration tool.
2. Upload the tool to your self-built RocketMQ cluster (if there are multiple servers in your RocketMQ cluster, you can 
run the tool on any server as long as the network is interconnected in the cluster).
3. Decompress the tool and enter the directory.

https://rocketmq-1306598660.cos.ap-guangzhou.myqcloud.com/rocketmq-migration.zip
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unzip rocketmq-migration.zip

cd rocketmq-migration

4. Run the following command for migration.
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./bin/export.sh

// Enter the open-source RocketMQ address, such as `localhost:9876`

Enter name server address list:localhost:9876

// Select a cluster to export, such as `DefaultCluster`

Choose a cluster to export:DefaultCluster

// Enter a directory for saving the exported metadata, which is `/tmp/rocketmq/conf

Enter file path to export [default /tmp/rocketmq/export]:

Exporting with ONS
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1. Obtain the  AccessKey ID  and  AccessKey Secret  of the ONS root account as instructed in Obtain an 

AccessKey pair.
2. Run the following migration command on any server in Linux environment that is connected to the public network.

CONF_ACCESSKEY_ID=LTAD****k59ppyN CONF_ACCESSKEY_SECRET=Xx8e86****L2lgI38Z /bin/bas

Notes
Set the values of  CONF_ACCESSKEY_ID  and  CONF_ACCESSKEY_SECRET  to the  AccessKey ID  and 

 AccessKey Secret  you obtained, respectively.

https://help.aliyun.com/document_detail/151530.html
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3. Export and save the metadata file as prompted. You can also set the environment variable 
 CONF_LOG_LEVEL=debug  before the command to enable the debug mode for troubleshooting.

Step 2. Create a migration task

1. Log in to the TDMQ for RocketMQ console and enter the Cluster page.

2. Switch to the Exclusive cluster tab and click Migration to Cloud to enter the migration task list page. Click 
Create Task to create a migration task.
3. Select a migration task type:
Cluster migration: This type of task migrates metadata from the self-built RocketMQ cluster to the TDMQ for 
RocketMQ cluster. The migration tool will parse the part before "%" of each topic name in the open-source dashboard 

as the namespace name by default, so that you can create multiple logically isolated namespaces. If no topic name 
can be parsed in the self-built cluster, a namespace named  default  will be generated automatically.

Specified namespace import: This type of task migrates metadata from the self-built RocketMQ cluster to a 
specified TDMQ for RocketMQ namespace. If there are no namespaces in topics in the self-built cluster, you can 
select specific topics and groups you want to import, and specify the TDMQ for RocketMQ namespaces to which they 
are imported to distinguish between businesses or environments.

4. Upload the metadata file obtained in step 1 and select the topics and groups you want to import.
Notes
Up to 1,000 topics and 1,000 groups can be imported in a single task. Excess data will fail to be imported.

Step 3. Check the task status

After the task is successfully created, you can go to the task list to check its status. If there is too much data, it may 
take a period of time to load the task. You can click View Details to check the task status.

If the task status is "Some failed" or "All failed", you can filter causes of the failures in the Task Status column.

https://console.intl.cloud.tencent.com/tdmq/rocket-cluster
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Overview

In a metadata migration task, you can sync the metadata of a self-built RocketMQ cluster to TDMQ for RocketMQ.
After the sync, you need to modify the access information of the producer and consumer clusters in order to migrate
them from the self-built cluster to TDMQ for RocketMQ for message sending and receiving.

Note：
Currently, the message migration service migrates only message production and consumption linkages but not
message data in the old RocketMQ cluster. It applies only to exclusive clusters as the destination and will be
supported for virtual clusters after the beta test ends.

Migration Directions

This document describes the double-read double-write and batch release schemes of the message migration

service. During migration, the producer and consumer clusters can produce or consume messages in the old
RocketMQ and new TDMQ for RocketMQ clusters in parallel. Data will not be heaped because of the migration, so
the business can transition smoothly.

The detailed directions are as follows:

Message Service Data Flow Migration
Last updated：2022-12-01 17:34:45

https://intl.cloud.tencent.com/document/product/1113/50206
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1. Create a TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster, migrate the metadata, and get the required client information in the console,
such as the access point of the new cluster,  AccessKey , and  SecretKey .

2. Modify the access information of certain nodes in the consumer cluster to connect corresponding consumers to the

new TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster. They will consume messages in the new cluster, while the rest will continue to
consume messages in the old cluster.

3. Modify the access information of certain nodes in the producer cluster to connect corresponding producers to the
new TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster. They will send messages to the new cluster, while the rest will continue to send
messages to the old cluster. To avoid message repetition or loss, implement the idempotency logic for message

consumption in advance.
4. Connect the remaining producers to the new TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster. Then, all messages will be sent to the

new cluster.
5. Check whether there are heaped messages that are not consumed in the old RocketMQ cluster, and if not, connect

the remaining consumers to the new TDMQ for RocketMQ cluster. At this point, the migration is completed.

Note：

If you don't follow the above steps strictly, for example, if you switch producers first and then consumers,
message loss may occur.
Before switching the remaining consumers, make sure that all messages in the old RocketMQ cluster have
been consumed; otherwise, some messages may not be consumed. You can view the number of heaped
messages in the old cluster to check whether consumption has completed.

Migration process diagram

Possible Issues

Sequence

Message sequence cannot be guaranteed due to cluster switch.
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Message repetition

Message repetition occurs only in extreme cases. For example, if a consumer consumes a message but doesn't send
an acknowledgment to the server (the old RocketMQ cluster), the message will be put into the retry queue, causing
repeated consumption. Implementing the idempotency logic can avoid this issue.

Consumption delay

During the read switch, partitions are reallocated with rebalancing between the queue and consumer client. This may
cause a short consumption delay, but you don't need to handle it because it won’t persist after the switch.


